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THIS DIRECT MAIL MOMENT
The pandemic certainly influenced consumer attitudes and behaviors overall, and
specifically made direct mail a more attractive option for consumers than ever before:

68%

46%

say an ad in the
mail encourages
them to go
online for more
information about
that advertiser2

use coupons they
get in the mail1

41%

say receiving an
ad in the mail
encourages
them to go
online to make a
purchase from that
advertiser2

34%

are spending
more time reading
direct mail ads
now vs. before the
pandemic 2

1. Valassis Consumer Intel Report, 2020. n = 1,000 respondents, 2. Valassis Consumer Study, 2020. n = 1,868 respondents.
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31%

are more excited
to receive their
mail each day
vs. before the
pandemic 2

THE BASIS FOR DIRECT MAIL’S IMPACT
In addition to consumers being more tuned into their mailboxes,
direct mail’s appeal really lies in its ability to deliver:

01

AN UNSATURATED
ENVIRONMENT
the mailbox is not as cluttered as
other media channels right now

02

A FLEXIBLE MARKETING
OPPORTUNITY
it reaches practically every household and
seamlessly integrates with other tactics

03

SWIFT AND
SUBSTANTIAL ROI
direct mail can be efficient, affordable, and
customized to your marketing objectives

1. Valassis Consumer Study, 2020. n = 1,868 respondents
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66%

of consumers say
direct mail makes
them aware of
neighborhood
stores, restaurants,
and services1

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF DIRECT MAIL

With the right direct mail marketing partner, you can take advantage of the medium in no
time — and at a cost-effective rate with significant ROI. But to ensure direct mail success:

ACCESS, ANALYZE, AND
ACT ON GREAT DATA

SWIFT AND
SUBSTANTIAL ROI

Get a glimpse into consumer
preferences and their buying journey for
a more relevant direct mail campaign.

Nearly half of millennials and more
than half of all parents say they’re
more likely to purchase a product
when they see ads both in print and
online.1 Additionally, 45% of consumers
say seeing an ad in both print and
online captures their attention (vs. 57%
of millennials and 63% of parents).1 It’s
all about encircling consumers with the
ideal messaging at the right cadence
and in a variety of ways along multiple
touchpoints to prompt conversions.

MAKE EFFICIENCY A
CENTRAL FOCUS
Without a knowledgeable partner, the
time and money involved in a campaign
can quickly balloon — or you could risk
missing your target audience or window
of opportunity altogether.

1. Valassis Awareness-to-Activation Study, 2019–2020. n = 1,753 respondents
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45%
of consumers
say seeing an ad
in both print and
online captures their
attention

RESOURCES FOR THIS DIRECT MAIL MOMENT
Here are some additional resources to help you make the most of this direct mail moment:

BLOG POST:
“Make the Most
of Direct Mail
Marketing — Now
and in the Future”

BLOG POST:
“Direct Mail
Is Having a
Moment —
Seize It”

BLOG POST:
“Your Epic
Chance to
Reset and Be
More Nimble”
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SOLUTION:
Save Direct
Mail

INFOGRAPHIC:
Raise Response
+ ROI in a Big
Way with Save
Direct Mail

INFOGRAPHIC:
A Look at
Consumer
Behaviors in a
COVID-19 World

REPORT:
2020 Valassis
Consumer
Intel Report

